Friends

Alone and Together by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*

Being Friends by Nicholas Wrazen, Rosen (early emergent)*

Best Friends by Shanna Wrazen, Rosen (early emergent)*

Come and Play Sarah by Karen Anderson, Wright Group (emergent)

Friends by Dina Santos, Rosen (emergent)

How to Lose All Your Friends by Nancy Carlson, Puffin Books *

Letter to a Friend by Lola M. Schaefer, Benchmark (fluent)*

Healthy Lifestyles, Body Care

Broken Bones by Brian & Jillian Cutting, Wright Group (Level 1)*

Clean and Healthy by Nicole Boyd, Rosen (upper emergent)*

Cleaning Teeth by Sandra Iversen, Wright Group (emergent)*

Fast Athletes by Cathy French, Benchmark (emergent)*

Getting Fit by Sandra Iversen, Wright Group/McGraw-Hill (emergent)*

Getting Ready for Bed by Margaret Ellis, Rigby (emergent)

Herman’s Tooth by Alison Condon, Wright Group (emergent)

How to Be Healthy by Cynthia MacGregor, Rosen (early fluency)*

I Can Do Anything by Peggy Dunstan, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (emergent)

I Feel Sick by Christina Wilsdon, Outside The Box (early fluency)

It’s Fun to Exercise by Kristine Lalley, Rosen (early fluency)*

Keeping Time by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*

My Friend and I by Sharon Street, National Geographic, Windows on Literacy (emergent)*

My Friend Is Jess by Diana Noonan, Wright Group/McGraw-Hill (emergent)*

One for You and One for Me by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*

Star Friends by Robin Cruise, Wright Group/McGraw-Hill (fluent)

This Is My Friend by Tracey Reeder, Wright Group (emergent)*

Together by Judy Nayer, Newbridge (emergent)*

Who Is a Friend? by Lisa Trumbauer, Pebble Books, Capstone Press (emergent)*

My Body by Lola M. Schaefer, Benchmark (fluent)*

Nap Time by Josphine Selwyn, KinderStarters, Rigby (emergent)

New Soccer Nets by Alison Adames, Benchmark (early)*

Ouch! by Christina Wilsdon, Outside the Box (emergent)

Rappin’ Heart Rhyme by Norma L. Genter, Wright Group *

Teeth by Fred & Jeanne Biddulph, Wright Group (Level 2)*

The Human Body by Melvin Berger, Newbridge (upper emergent)*

Time for Bed by Christina Wilson, Outside the Box (emergent)

Time for Bed by Jennifer Nowak, Rosen (early emergent)*

You and Your Teeth by Fred & Jeanne Biddulph, Wright Group (Level 2)*

Your Body by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*

* Teacher Favorites